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This invention relates to devices falling generally in 
the category of grapples, tongs, or similar articles used 
for gripping and for carrying objects. More particular 
ly, the invention has reference to a device of this nature 
that is especially adapted for picking up gas meters, 
which are somewhat inconvenient to handle, particularly 
when substantial numbers of the same must be carried 

~ in a comparatively short time. A gas meter has spaced 
overhangs, and the device constituting the present inven 
tion is particularly adapted for being ?rst disposed in 
the space between said overhangs, and then swiftly ad 
justed to‘ a position ‘in which support ?anges of the 
device are engaged under the overhangs, whereby the 
meter can be carried in a position depending from the 
tongs or grapples. 
A more speci?c object of the invention is to provide a 

lifting tong or pick-up device which, though particular 
ly designed for picking up gas meters, can be used for 
elevating and carrying any other object that has spaced 
overhanging portions under which the ?angesvof the 
pick-up device may be engaged. " ' 

Another object is to provide a pick-up device as stated 
which will be particularly designed to be swiftly adjust 
able to an object-gripping position, responsive merely to 
elevation of a handle of the device. 
Another object is to so form the device that on‘eleva 

tion of the handle and engagement of the support ?anges 
of the pick-up device beneath the overhangs of the 
elevated object, the weight of the object itself will tend 
to even more ?rmly engage the ?anges in their support 
ing positions, thereby to assure to the maximum extent 
against accidental detachment of the elevated article 
from the pick-up device. 

Another object is to provide a pick-up device or tongs 
of the character described that will be adapted for manu~ 
facture at a relatively low cost, will be highly compact, 
trouble-free in operation, and adapted for detachment 
from a supported object whenever desired, with a facility 
fully matching that with which the device can be engaged 
with the object. 

Other objects will appear from the following descrip 
tion, the claims appended thereto, and from the annexed 
drawing, in which like reference characters designate 
like parts throughout the several views, and wherein: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a lifting grapple 
according to the present invention; 

Figure 2 is an enlarged side elevational view thereof, 
the grapple being shown in full and dotted lines in 
releasing and gripping positions respectively; 

Figure 3 is an elevational view of the device on the 
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same scale as Figure 2, as seen from the right of Figure 2; 
and 

Figure 4 is a transverse sectional view on the same 
scale as Figure 2, taken substantially on line 4-4 of 
Figure 2. 

Referring to the drawings in detail, the device con 
stituting the present invention includes a support frame 
generally designated by the reference numeral 8. Frame - 

70 

‘contact with the inner surfaces of legs 10, 18. 
1y formed upon the spreader plate, and projecting out- . 
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8 is of one-piece construction, and it may be formed 
from ?at, rigid bar stock bent to shape. The frame has 
an approximately inverted L-shape as shown to particular 
advantage in Figure 2, and includes an elongated, wide, 
straight leg 10 integral at its upper end with a laterally 
projecting head 12. Leg 10 at its lower end is integrally 
formed with a laterally outwardly projecting support 
?ange 14 which is progressively reduced in thickness in 
the direction of its distal end, and which has a deep, 
wide recess 16 opening upon said distal end. Flange 14 
lies in a plane approximately parallel to that of the head 
12, with the leg 10 being inclined slightly out of per 

, pendicularity to said planes, so as to be at a slight 
obtuse angle to each of the heads and ?anges, again as 
vbest shown in Figure 2. 
A movable leg 18 is in laterally spaced, confronting 

relation to the stationary leg 10, and has a distal end 
formed with a laterally outwardly projecting ?ange 20 
having a recessg22, and progressively reduced in thickness 
in the direction of its distal end and disposed substantial 
ly coplanar with the ?ange 14 in the inoperative position 
of the parts shown in full lines in Figure 2. Leg 18 at 
its upper or inner end is pivotally connected by a hinge 

' 24 to the underside of the head 12, for swinging move 
ment about an axis extending transversely of the head, 
.whereby' the leg 18 swings upon the head 12 toward and 
away from the leg ,10, between the inoperative and 
operative positions shown in full and dotted lines respec~ 
tively, in Figure 2. g 
The head 12, between the legs 10, 18, is formed with 

an opening 25. In the space between the legs, below 
head 12, a rectangular spreader plate 26 is disposed, said 
spreader plate having opposite side edges .27 in slidable 

Integral 

wardly from said side edges 27, medially between the 
front and back edges of the spreader plate, are tongues 
28, entering longitudinal slots 30, 32 formed in the 
respective legs 10, 18. 
An elongated, straight shank 34 is welded or other 

wise ?xedly secured to the center portion of the plate 
26, extending in perpendicular relation to the plane of 
said plate. Shank 34 is loosely positioned through open 
ing 25, and above head 12 is integrally formed with the 
handle 36. 

In use of the device, handle 36 is initially lowered to 
the full line position of Figure 2, so that spreader plate 
26 is disposed in closely spaced relation to ?anges 14, 20. 
This permits leg 18 to swing inwardly to the full line 
position shown in Figure 2, so that the ?anges 14, 20 
may be readily entered into a space between overhangs 
A, B, of an article C that is to be lifted. The overhangs 
are found on a gas meter, although obviously other 
objects may have equivalent means under which the 
?anges 14, 20 may be engaged. 

Then, one merely lifts the handle 36 to the dotted line 
position of Figure 2. This causes spreader plate 26 to 
move upwardly, toward head 12. The distance between 
the opposite edges 27 of the spreader‘ plate is slightly 
greater than the distance between the upper ends of the 
legs 18. Therefore, plate 26 enters as a wedge between 
the legs, biasing leg 18 outwardly. This spreads ?anges 
or jaws 14, 20 so that they engage under overhangs A, B. 

It will be seen that the object C can thus be picked up 
and readily carried, with one hand, and the weight of 
the object tends to cause downward movement of the 
frame 8 relative to the stem or shank 34, so that the 
plate 26 is even more ?rmly wedged between the legs 10, 
18, thereby assuring that the device will not be accidental 
ly disengaged from the supported object. Of course, 
when the device is to be removed from the object, one 
may merely lower handle 36, so that with the slide plate 
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26 adjusted "downwardly, leg 18 can ‘be lswung vtoward 
.iale'gL10_1to,disengagelthe-L?anges 14, 20 from under the 

overhangs A,B. a. .. a r a It is believed clear that the invention is not necessarily 

con?ned to the speci?c use or uses thereof described 
above, sinceitrnayLbe utilized. for-any, purpose to which 
.itfmaybesu'ited. . Norris vthei invention toEbe necessarily 
limited toithe-speci?c construction ‘illustrated, and de 
scribed, .since such construction is only intendedItO ‘be 
Jillust-rativeiof the; principles ofroperation and the means 
,rpresentlyfdevised‘to carry out saidprinciples, it'being 
-considered1that thelinvention comprehends any minor 
change in construction that may be- permitted within the 
:scope of the appended claims. 

What-:is claimed‘is: 
-< 1.-.A lifting ‘device comprising: < a" support frame ‘of in 

»,verted Law-shape having ‘a laterally ‘projecting head and 
wan-‘elongated, straight “leg zrigid with one end of and 
‘depending fromfthe head at an angle ‘of slightly more 
than 90 degrees to the head; a movablelegaspaced lateral 

JIY'fI‘Ol'ILIhCA?I‘St-Ieg and hingedly connected to the other 
- end ofrthezhead, said movablevleg being swingabloabout 
fits hinge axis toward and away from the ?rst leg, said 
ahead-havinganopening between the legs; .aspreader 
{.platedisposed between the legs and-having opposite: side 
eedgesin slidable contact with the ,respective legs, the 
‘distance between Saidiside edges being greater than the 
wdistance-ibetween the‘ proximal ends of the legs, for 
spreading thelegs responsive to movement'of the spreader 
,lplate- toward the head from‘a lower to an upper‘ position; 
acooperating guide 'means on the spreader‘plate and legs 
for guiding the spreader'plate in its movement toward 
"and :away' from "the head; and handle means including 
a shank rigid at one end with the spreader plate,>said 
ishank loosely engaging in said opening for sliding move 
;ment in the direction of its length and for rocking move 
l-mentiaboutl an axis parallel to that of the hinge axis of 
~thermovable leg, the shank extending perpendicularly 
lto'lthel head inrthellower position .of the spreader plate 
and ‘rocking to a'position out of perpendicularity to the 

20ltheiéspreader iplate gi-niits-v movement toward; and ‘away 
from I‘ the head; 4 and ‘handle means including ‘ a "shank 

4 
_>_?ihe'ad;iin_ithe upper position of ,the’spreaétder plate, said 
legs having outwardly projecting, article-gripping ?anges 

~ omtheir .> distalv ends. 

2. A lifting device comprising: a support frame of in 
verted L-shape having a laterally projecting head and an 
elongated, straight leg rigid with one end of and depend 
ing from the head at an angle of slightly more than 90 
degrees to the head; a movable leg spaced laterally from 
the ?rst leg and hingedly’ connected to the other end of 
the head, said movable leg being swingable about its 
hinge axis toward and away from the ‘?rst-leg, said head 
having an opening between the legs; a" spreader plate 
disposed between the legs and having opposite side edges 
in slidablecontact ‘with the respective? legs,- the distance 
between said side edges beinggreaterhthan the distance 
between the proximal ends ‘of the legs,'for spreading the 
legs responsive to movement of the spreader plate toward 
the head from a lower to an upper position; cooperating 
guide means on the spreader plate and legs for guiding 

'I'rigid i'at one 4- end 1with- the’ spreader plate, *said >- shank 
~lloosely :engaging'in said opening for sliding’movement 

25>\-inIthe direction 'of- its length: and'for rocking-movement 

1» movable leg, Tthe --shank extending ‘perpendicularly to 
‘the? head' ini the lower-position "of: they sprea'derl‘plate» and 

about-aniaxis-‘parallel to thatof the hinge axis or the 

“rocking l-to‘ a position “out of perpendicularity to ' the‘ ‘head 
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‘initheiiupperipos'ition of the ‘spreader plate,-said~legs 
vhaving outwardly Iprojecting, article-gripping ?anges-‘on 
Itheir distaliends, said guide means comprising tongues 
won the? spreader plate,‘ and slotsif‘ormed in the legs, the 
tongues projecting‘ through the‘ slots. 
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